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The purpose of this paper is to describe certain patterns arising in the 
study of the Hecke algebra associated to an tine Weyl group; these 
patterns are (conjecturally) q-analogues of the generic decomposition 
patterns (due to Jantzen [5]) which involve multiplicities in the “Weyl 
modules” of a simply connected almost simple algebraic group G over an 
algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 1. 
We shall recall some of Jantzen’s results. We fix a maximal torus T and a 
Bore1 subgroup B of G containing T. Let S be the lattice of characters of T, 
and let V= 27 @ R. An element of V is said to p-regular if it does not lie on 
any of the hyperplanes H&,, = {AE VlG(A+p)=np}, where a’: V+IR is a 
coroot, n is an integer and p E K is half the sum of positive roots (with 
respect to B).‘ The p-regular elements form an open set whose connected 
components (alcoves) are open simplices. An element d E X is said to be 
dominant if a’@) > 0 for any simple coroot a’i (i = l,..., I). For such A there 
is an irreducible rational G-module L, (unique up to isomorphism) with 
highest weight 1. One can describe L, as a quotient of the Weyl module V.\ 
with highest weight ,I. We shall assume that p is sufficiently large; in 
particular, each alcove contains elements of 37. An alcove is said to be 
dominant if it containts some dominant element of 227. The set of dominant 
alcoves has a standard partial order < (see [4, lo]). Let us associate to each 
alcove A a weight 1, E 27 n A in such a way that, whenever an alcove B is 
the mirror image of an alcove A in a hyperplane H&+,, the weight & is the 
mirror image of 1, in H,,“. Consider the simplex d c V bounded by the 
hypevlanes Ha,,O,..., H,,,, HGc,,, (where ii,, is the highest coroot). A contains 
p’ alcoves. 
Let B <A be two alcoves. We translate simultaneously B, A to two new 
alcoves B’ <A’ in such a way that A’ is inside A, far from its walls. 
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Following Jantzen, we define c~,~ to be the multiplicity of L-IR, in a 
. 
Jordan-Holder series of V,, , . (If &’ is not dominant, we take cBqA = 0). 
According to Jantzen [3,5], the integer cB,A is independent of the choice of 
the translation and of the choice of the family (AA). Jantzen shows also [5] 
that for any alcove B, the forma1 Z-linear combination of alcoves 
c C&AA (0.1.1) 
A 
A>B 
is invariant under the Weyl group generated by the reflections in the hyper- 
planes H,, n passing through the point v E V defined by the equations 
a’,(u+p)=n,p (l<i</), where the integers ni are defined by (ni - 1)~ < 
cii(B + p) < nip. Moreover, Jantzen conjectured (private communication, 
June 1979), that for any alcove A such that 0 < Gi(A + p) <p (1 < i < l), 
one should have 
chL~, = C f CA~,A,~ ch VA,,, 
A’ 
A’<A 
(0.1.2) 
where w is the longest element in the Weyl group with centre -p. 
In this paper we shall define, for any alcove B, an analogue DE of the 
element (0.1.1); the coefficients c,,, are replaced in DE by certain 
polynomials in 4-l. We postulate some simple properties for this element. 
First, it should satisfy a q-analogue of the Weyl group invariance property. 
Second, its coefficients must have a certain explicit bound for their degree. 
Finally, it must satisfy a simple symmetry property with respect to 
opposition aound U. We show that these properties determine uniquely our 
element. We conjecture that for q = 1, our element reduces to (0.1.1). This is 
indeed so when G has rank < 2, in which case the c~,~ have been computed 
by Jantzen. 
It can be shown that this conjecture is a special case of the conjecture [S, 
Problem IV] and it contains as a special case the conjecture of Kazhdan and 
myself [6] on the characters of irreducible quotients of Verma modules. We 
shall also show that our conjecture is compatible with (0.1.2). 
The methods of this paper are an extension of the methods of [6], and we 
shall often have to quote the results of [6]. One of the by-products of this 
paper is a new realization of the principal series representations of the Hecke 
algebra of an aftine Weyl group (see 8.9-8.11). 
Contents. 1. Preliminaries and statement of the main result. 2. The submodule. 8’c.H 
and intertwining operators. 3. The partial order on X. 4. Some estimates. 5. The 
existence of the elements D,. 6. A basis of .M’. 7. The uniqueness of the elements 
D,. 8. Properties of the elements D,. 9. A characterization of M,.. 10. An inductive 
formula for the elements D,. 11. An inversion formula. 12. Tables for DC. 
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1. PRELIMINAFUES AND STATEMENT OFTHE MAIN RESULT 
We shall fix some notation relative to atline Weyl groups. The basic 
reference is 121. 
1.1. Let E be an affne euclidean space of finite dimension I > 1, 
with a given set Sr of hyperplanes. Each HE.? defines an orthogonal 
reflection e + euH in E with fixed point set H. Let a be the group of affine 
motions generated by the u, (HE Sr). We shall regard 0 as acting on the 
right on E. We shall assume that Q is an infinite discrete subgroup of the 
group of affine motions of E, acting irreducibly in the space of translations 
of E and leaving stable the set Sr. It is known that the connected 
components (= alcoves) of the set E - U,,.F H are open simplices and that 
0 acts simply transitively on the set X of alcoves. 
Let S be the set of a-orbits in the set of faces (= codimension 1 facets) of 
alcoves. Then S consists of 1 + 1 elements which can be represented as the 
I + 1 faces of any given alcove. 
For s E S we define an involution A + SA of X as follows. Given an 
alcove A, we denote by SA the alcove # A which has with A a common face 
of type s. The maps A + sA generate a group of permutations of X which is a 
Coxeter group (IV, S) (an afIine Weyl group). We shall regard W as acting 
on the left on X. It acts simply transitively and it commutes with the action 
of Q on X. 
Let F be the set of directions of hyperplanes in Sr (a finite set with v 
elements). For any subset s3; CR, we denote by 3; the image of 5 in 9. 
A special point is a O-dimensional facet v of an alcove such that the 
number of hyperplanes HE fl passing through v equals V. A quarter with 
vertex u is a connected component of the set 
E- u H. 
HEF 
tf3r 
It is an open simplicial cone. It has I walls. 
If u is a O-dimensional facet of an alcove, we denote by J2, its stabilizer in 
R and by W,, the stabilizer in W of the set of alcoves A containing v in their 
closure. W, is generated by 1 elements of S; it is a maximal parabolic 
subgroup of W. Let w, be the longest element of W,. 
We now choose, for each special point v, a quarter 5Y: with vertex u in 
such a way that for any two special points u, u’, the quarter a:, is a tran- 
slate of %‘i. Let V’; be the quarter which is symmetric to V’,’ with respect 
to u. We shall denote by A: the unique alcove contained in 56”: and having 
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0 in its closure, and by A; the alcove which is symmetric to A,t with respect 
to a. Let o, be the element of 0, such that Ai w, = A; = w,A ,‘. 
Let Sr* be the set of hyperplanes HE jr such that H is a wall of g’,t for 
some special point u. The connected components of E - UHE f* H will be 
called boxes. Clearly, any alcove is contained in a unique box. If u is a 
special point, we denote by l7, the box containing A,:. Note that n,. c F: 
and that u ++ l7, is a l-l correspondence between special points and boxes. 
Let fl, be the box containing A;. We have n; =Z7,,w,,. 
If HE F, the complement E - H has two connected components. One of 
them, EL meets G?i for any special point u. The other one, EH is disjoint 
from FY’,t for some special point u. 
1.2. The following statement is easily verilied. Let H, E Sr*, 
H EF such that H, H,, are not parallel and let H’ = Ha,,. Then 
E~u~~=E~,,E&,~=E~. 
1.3. Let A be an alcove. We associate to A the subset Y(A) c S 
consisting of those elements s E S for which A c EL, SA c E; , where H is 
the hyperplane in jr supporting the common face of type s of A, sA. It is 
easy to see that P(A) is always non-empty and # S. It has 1 elements 
precisely when A = A: for some special point u. Note also that for any 
special point u and any alcove A, the set SY(Aw,) is just the complement of 
Y(A) in S. 
1.4. Let A, B be two alcoves. We associate to A, B an integer 
d(A, B) as follows. There are only finitely many hyperplanes HER which 
separate A from B (i.e., such that A, B are on different sides of H). We count 
these hyperplanes with alternating signs; a hyperplane His counted with +l 
ifAcE;,BcEG andiscountedwith-1 ifAcEi,BcE;.Thesumof 
these *I over all HE .F separating A from B is denoted d(A, B). 
This is similar to the length function I on the Coxeter group (W, S): if 
w E W and A, B are two alcoves such that w(A) = B then I(w) is the number 
of hyperplanes H EF separating A from B (all counted with + sign). We 
have clearly d(A, A) = 0. If A, B, C are three alcoves, we have 
d(A, B) + d(B, C) + d(C, A) = 0. (1.4.1) 
Indeed, let i E F and let 5 be the set of all H E.F with direction i. We 
define d,(A, B) in the same way as d(A, B) but using only hyperplanes in 5. 
It is obvious that for each i, we have d,(A, B) + di(B, C) + di(C, A) = 0. On 
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the other hand, by definition, we have d(A, B) = xi d&l, B) and (1.4.1) 
follows. Other immediate consequences of the definition are 
d(A, SA) = 1 if se Y(A) 
=- 1 if s E Y(A) 
(1.4.2) 
44 B) = qko”, Aw,), for any special point u. (1.4.3) 
1.5. We now introduce a partial order < on X. (Compare Verma 
[lo], Jantzen [4].) We say that A <B if there exists a sequence of alcoves 
A=A,, A I,..., A,=B such that for any i (l<i&n) we have 
d(Ai-,,Ai)= 1 and Ai=Ai-icrHH1, for some Hi E Sr. Note that A < B 
implies d(A, B) > 0. 
It is clear that for any special point U, we have 
A<BoBw,<Ao,. 
Further properties of < will be established in Section 3. 
(15.1) 
1.6. Let q be an indeterminate. The Hecke algebra A? associated to 
the affine Weyl group is the Z [q, q-II-algebra which, as a L [q, q-‘J-module, 
has basis elements T, (one for each w  E IV) and multiplication defined by 
the rules 
V’s + 1 NT, - 4) = 0 (s E S), (1.6.1) 
T,,.T,,,, = T,,,, if I(w) + l(w’) = ~(ww’). (1.6.2) 
Let A be the free Z[q, q-‘]-module with basis corresponding to the alcoves 
in X. There is a unique R-module structure on M such that, for A E X and 
s E S, we have 
TJ=sA, if s&Y(A), 
= qsA + (q - l)A, if s E i”(A). 
(The verification of the relations in 3 is immediate; compare [ 9,4.1.1 I.) 
1.7. For each special point u, let 
e,,= c A EM, 
A 
,731~ 
and let 4, be the R-submodule of A generated by e,.. 
We can now state our main result. 
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THEOREM 1.8. Let v be a special point and let B be an alcove contained 
in lI,;. There exists a unique element DB E.J. such that 
(i) DB = s Q”*“(q-‘)A, 
B’iA 
where Q”“” EZ[q] has degree <f(d(B,A)- 1) ifB <A and QE*B= I 
(ii) qd’B.Ap’Q”.A(q~ 1) = QB,Aw“(~). 
Remark 1.9. With the notations in the Introduction and with the iden- 
tification E = V we should conjecturally have c,,, = p*“(l) for any two 
alcoves B <A. When q = 1, the condition DB E -4, becomes simply the 
condition that D’(1) is RJnvariant. Also, when q= 1, condition (ii) is 
clearly a consequence of the B,,invariance. 
1.10. In Section 9 we shall give an alternative description of the 
subspace -6, C. SY which does not involve the Hecke algebra. Thus 
Theorem 1.8 could be formulated without using Hecke algebras. 
2. THE SUBMODULE~@C,XAND INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
2.1. Let XT be a complete family of hyperplanes in X* parallel to 
each other. The connected components of E - U,, 7; H will be called strips. 
For any strip U, the boundary of U consists of two hyperplanes in 5; one 
of them, a+lJ is such that U c Eatu while the other one, a-U is such that 
UC E,+-,. 
2.2. Let -4 be the L[q, q-‘I-submodule of J spanned by the 
elements f, = A + Au,, where A is any alcove and, if U denotes the strip 
containing A, we have H = a+U. It is clear that the elements f, form in fact 
a basis of .4 over E [q, qP ‘I. 
2.3. Let HE .7: and let v’ be a special point. We define an integer 
d’(H, v’) as follows. It is 0 if v’ E H. If v’ & H it is f the number of 
connected components of the segment joining a point v E H to v’, from 
which we have removed all points which lie in some translate H’ of H, 
H’ E F, the sign is taken to be + if v’ E Ei and - if v’ E EH . 
If H, H’ E ,FT, we define d’(H, H’) to be d’(H, v’), where v’ is any special 
point on H’. 
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LEMMA 2.4. -4 is an R-submodule of A. Let H E .FF. The Z[ q]-linear 
map 6, of J into itself defined by (A + Au,,) 0, = qd”H*H1)(AuH + Au,, on), 
where H, is a+ (strip U containing A), is Z-linear. 
Proof: We set A’ = Au,,. It is clear that Au, + A’u, = fASO,, E 4. Let 
s E S. Let L be the hyperplane separating A from sA. 
Case 1. L &FF. 
It follows that (a) the hyperplane separating A’ from sA’ is not in 5, (b) 
SA and A are in the same strip, (c) sA’ and A’ are in the same strip, (d) the 
four conditions: s E Y(A), s E Y(A’), s E Y(Aun), s E ~(A’u,) are 
equivalent. (This last statement follows from 1.2.) It follows that 
SA + SA Ed and 
T,(A+A’)=sA+sA’, if s@Y(A), 
= q(sA + sA’) + (q - l)(A + A’), if sEY(A). 
If s 6C Y(A), we have 
(7’,(A + A’)) t$, = T,((A + A’) 0,) = qd”n*“‘)(sAu,, + d'U,). 
If s E 19(A), we have 
(7’,(A + A’))&, = T,((A + A’)&) 
= 9 d’“‘*H’)(q(sAut, + sA’u,) + (q - l)(Au, + A’un)). 
Case 2. L = H,. 
It follows that A’ = sA. We have 
T,(A+A’)=q(A+A’), 
(?-‘,(A + A’))&= T,((A + A’)&) = qd”“~n”+‘(Au, + A’u,). 
Case 3. L ERT, L# H,. 
It follows that L = F(U). Let A” = Au,. Direct computation shows that 
Tsf, = qd,fc-f, +fAl, 
V,fA) ef = Ts(f, 0,) = qd”H*H”u4 “OH - f,,, + dI4 kJ* 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A be an alcove contained in the strip U and let 
H=a+UE.FT. We have 
d(A, Au”) = 1. 
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Proof. Let v be a special point on H such that A c E’,t. It is easy to see 
that there exists a sequence A = A,, , A,,..., A,, of alcoves such that 
Ai = siAip, for some si E ip(A i- ,) (i = 1, 2 ,..., n), A,, = AT (see, for 
example, Lemma 3.6.) It follows that Ai c U for all i. As we have noted in 
the proof of Lemma 2.4, we must also have si E L4(,4,-, a,) (i = 1, 2 ,..., n). It 
follows that d(A,, A,a,) = d(A,, A, uH) = ..= d(A,, Anon). Thus, we are 
reduced to the case were A = A:. But in this case, the equality 
d(AJ, Aza,) = 1 is clear, since H supports a face of A:. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let v be a special point and let HE 3:. Then e,. E 4 and 
e,O, = qd’(“,“‘euOM. 
Proof. Let H, be the unique hyperplane in 9-T passing through v. We 
have 
et, = C fA A cE<, 
T31, 
and 
e,e, = 1 qd’(H,Hl)fAuH,OH = qd’(HqHl’ C f,, = qd’(H*(“el,UH. 
A ‘Ef, A ’ = hi,u,, 
Ii31~ .T’ 3LYrH 
DEFINITION 2.7. ,@’ is the R-submodule of J? generated by the 
elements e, , where v is any special point. 
Lemma 2.6 shows that ,& c-4 and that the R-linear map 8, maps -X0 
into itself for any HE ;TT. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. (a) For any o E R there is a unique Z-linear 
isomorphism 0, of & onto itseIf such that e,8, = qd’hkSA:‘/ 2e,,w for any 
special point v. (b) We have 8,0,, = O,,, for any co, o’ E 0. 
Proof. The uniqueness statement in (a) is obvious, since the elements e, 
generate &’ as an R-module. Note also that (b) follows from (a) and from 
(1.4.1). Now any element in 0 is a product of reflections uH, (H’ Ejr). Any 
such uHJ belongs to 0, for some special point v and hence it is a product of 
reflections with respect to the walls of %?? z. It follows that any element in Q 
is a product of reflections uH where H is in some XT. Hence it is enough to 
prove the existence statement in (a) in the case where w = uH, H E FT. In 
this case, we shall take e, = f3,. It remains to check the identity 
2d’(H, v) = d(A&,, A;). 
But this follows immediately from Lemma 2.5 and the proposition is proved. 
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2.9. According to 16, Sect. 11, the ring Z has a unique 
automorphism h + i of order 2 such that 4= q- ’ and T, = r;!, for all 
WE w. 
A map f between two Z modules M, M’ is said to be G&unilinear if it is 
additive and satisfies the identity f(hm) = h;f(m) for all h E Z, m E M. We 
have the following 
LEMMA 2.10. Let u be a special point. The map p,, : J + .M defined by 
(CA E E[q, 9-v 
is Z-antilinear. 
Proof Let s E S and let A E X. It is enough to prove that qJT,A) = 
T; ‘p,,(A). Using the fact that s E Y(A) o s 6S Y(Ao,) we see that 
T, yl,(T,A) = Tscp,(sA) = Ts(sAq,) = Ao, = p,(A), if s&9(A) 
and 
Tsv,,(Tfi) = T,rp,(qsA + (q - 1)A) = T,(q-‘sh, + (q-l - l)Aw,) 
=q-‘(qAo,+(q-l)sAw,)+(q-‘-1)&o, 
=Aa+,=pJA) if sEIP(A). 
Thus, p,(T,A) = T;‘rp,(A), as required. 
2.11. A function 6: X + Z is said to be a length function if it 
satisfies 
d(A, B) = 6(B) - 6(A) 
for any A, B E X. Such a function 6 exists by (1.4.1). It is clearly unique up 
to a constant function. 
THEOREM 2.12. (a) Given a length function 6 on X, there is a unique S- 
antilinear map as : M” +M” such that Qs(e,,) = qqscA:‘e,., for all special 
points v. (b) We have @i = 1. (c) If 6’ = 6 + n (n E Z) is another length 
function on X, we have Gs, = q-“aa. 
Proof. The uniqueness statement in (a) is obvious since the elements e,. 
generate M’. The statements (b) and (c) are also obvious. It is therefore 
suffkient to prove (a) for the length function 6, satisfying 6,(A:) = 0 for a 
fixed special point u. The map m -+ (DJrnk),J, m E &‘, is j%“-antilinear and 
takes e, to q-441;C,,.A:)l 2 = q- &(A:) e,. for any special point v. (Note that 
4-4 :wyJ:> =d(A:,~~ A,+)+d(A;,A,?)=2d(A:,A,t)=26,(A,?).) 
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COROLLARY 2.13 (of the proof). Let u be a special point and let 6, be 
the length functions satisfying &(A:)= 0. Then Qs,(m) = q,(m) for all 
m E.NU. 
Indeed, rndWU = m for all m E MU. 
2.14. We shall now reformulate Theorem 1.8. With the notations of 
that theorem, we make the change of variable 
(& = QCwr3Awl, (A < C), D, = ul,(o”h C = Bw,. . (2.14.1) 
Condition (ii) in 1.8 can now be written qd’A~*C’QA,C(q-‘) = QA, *c(q). This 
is equivalent to the condition (p,,(Dc) = q-d’A:*C)Dc = qm’*,‘C’D,, which, by 
the previous corollary, is equivalent to the condition 06,(Dc) = q-“““D, 
and this is also equivalent to the condition G6(Dc) = q-‘(‘)Dc, where 6 is 
any length function on X. Since rp, maps 4, onto x,, we see that 
Theorem 1.8 is equivalent to: 
THEOREM 2.15 Let v be a special point and let C be an alcove in Ll,.. 
There exists a unique element D, EL,& such that 
(9 DC= s QA,c-4 
where QA,c E Z[q] has degree ,< $(d(A, C) - 1) z?A < C and Q,,, = 1. 
(ii) qd(Alt,C’ 
QA,c(4-1) = Q,,,.,,(s). 
For future reference we shall state 
LEMMA 2.16. Let f = C c, A E JF’. Let P be an orbit in X of tF, the 
group of translations in R. Then 
Cal CAef A c is independent of the choice of F”. 
(b) 0-f = CL, a,,, T,,) e,, E 4, , then 
T c, = 2 aWq’(“). 
A2 WEW 
Proof: It is clear that (a) is a consequence of (b). We now prove (b). 
When f = e,. , the result is obvious, since each g-orbit contains exactly one 
alcove having v in its closure. Assume now that w = SW’ > w’ (s E S) and 
that T,,.,e, = C cAA, where CAEr c, = q’(“” for any 0. We have 
T,,.e, = C c>A, where 
CL = qc, 9 if sGg(A), 
=(q- 1)~~ +csAt if sEY(A). 
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Note that P(A) is the same for all A in a given orbit b. Assume first that 
SEY(A) for all A E@. Then zErc>A= CAEr ((q- l)c, +cJ = 
(q- 1>CAErCA+CA’ES~CA’ = (q _ 1) q’(““) + q’f”“) = q’(““. Neti we 
assume that s & Y(A) for all A in 8. Then CAEr c’A = q ZAG,. csA = 
4c AESr c, = q q’(“‘) = q’(“). The lemma follows. 
3. THE PARTIAL ORDER ON X 
We start with the following 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A,BEX and let HEY be such that B=Ao,, 
BEEL,AcE;. Thend(A,B)>O. 
Proof The integer d(A, B) is a sum of terms f 1 corresponding to the 
hyperplanes separating A from B. If such a hyperplane is parallel to H then 
it contributes +l (since H does so). The hyperplanes separating A from B 
which are not parallel to H occur in pairs H’ # H’uH and it is enough to 
show that for such a pair, H’ and H’u, cannot both contribute -1 to 
d(A, B). Assume the contrary. Then AcE&nE&,nE;, BcE$n 
E;,, n Ei (H” = H’a,). The three distinct hyperplanes H, H’, H” have a 
common codimension 2 subspace; therefore, the complement of 
HUH’ U H” in E has six connected components each of which is of the 
form E,$, n E,$, n E,!j (only six of the eight possible choices for f actually 
occur). One of these components is EL, n E,& f? Ez (it contains some U,‘). 
It has a unique common wall with any component which involves two + 
signs and one - sign; in particular it has a common wall with 
EH+, n E&n E,y. This wall is necessarily H, and it follows that 
o,(E,+, n E& n E;) n (EH+, n E&f n E;) # 0. But u,(E,+< n E,‘,, n E,) = 
E;,, n E;, n Ei and we have a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A, B E X, s E S. If B < sB, sA < SB then A < sB. 
Proof We may assume that SA < A, SA < sB since otherwise the result is 
clear. There is a hyperplane HE .F such that sA < SAU, < sB, 
d(sA, SAUL) = 1. If the hyperplane separating SAU, from Au, is H then 
SAU, = A hence A < SB as desired. Hence, we may assume that H does not 
separate SAU, from Au”. Lemma 3.1 shows that SAU, c EG , hence 
Au, c EL. Applying again Lemma 3.1 we see that d(A, Au”) > 0. We have 
also d(sA, A) = 1 and d(sA, sAu,) = 1 hence d(A, sAu,) = 0. It follows that 
d(sAu,, AuH) > 0, hence d(sAu,, AuH) = 1. Let A’ = Au,,. Then A < A’. 
Moreover, sA’ < sB and d(sA’, sB) = d(sA, sB) - 1. We may assume, by 
induction on d(sA, sB) that the result is true when A is replaced by A’. Thus, 
we have A’ Q SB hence A < sB, as required. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. LetA,BEX,sEB.IfB>sB,sA>sB,thenA>sB. 
Proof. We apply Proposition 3.2 to Au,,, Bo,,, where v is any special 
point, using (15.1). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let A,EX, s,, s2 ,..., sk E S be such that 
d(A,, s,sz ... skA,,) = k. Then, for any sequence 1 <i, < “. < ip< k, we 
have si, ... si,A, < s,sz ‘.. s*A,. 
Proof (compare [ 1, 2.81). If i, > 2, induction on k shows that 
si, sipA <s, skA,, < s,sz ... skA,. Now assume i, = 1. Then induction 
on k shows that sil . . . sipA,, < s2 ... skA,, < s,s, ... skA,. Now Applying 
Proposition 3.2, it follows that s,si2 . si,A < s,sz ... skAO, as required. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A’, A E X be such that A’ <A. Then there are 
only finitely many B E X such that A’ < B < A. 
ProoJ It is enough to show that there are only finitely many C E X such 
that C ( A, d(C, A) = 1. But the number of such C is at most the number of 
elements in F. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let v be a special point and let A E X be such that A c %‘:. 
Let w  E W be such that w(A:) = A. Then (a) /(WV,.) = I(w) + I(w,.). (b) 
d(A,t, A) = l(w), d(A,, A) = 1( ww,,). (c) Conversely, if w  E W satisjies (a), 
then w(Az) c gz. 
Proof: It is well known that, for any w E W and any alcove B E X, the 
length f(w) is equal to the number of hyperplanes HE ST separating B from 
w(B). With the assumptions of (a), we see that I(ww,) is the number of 
H EF separating A; from w(Az). This set of hyperplanes contains all 
f(w,) hyperplanes passing through v. The remaining hyperplanes are 
precisely those which separate A ,t from w(Az) and their number is l(w). 
This proves (a). Now let w be an arbitrary element. It is easy to see that 
there exists an element w’ E w W,, such that w’(AJ) c g’,‘. The lement w’ 
satisfies l(w’w,) = Z(w’) + Z(w,). But there is only one element in wW, which 
satisfies (a). Thus, if w satisfies (a), then w = w’. This proves (c). To prove 
(b), we note that for any hyperplane HE F separating A: from A, we have 
A; cE,. Thus, every such H contributes +l to d(Ai, A) so that 
d(A:, A) = I(w). On the other hand, d(A;, A:) is clearly equal to I(w), 
since for each hyperplane H’ ET separating A; from AZ we have 
A, cE- H,. It follows that d(A;, A) = d(A;, AZ) + d(Az, A) = l(w,) + 
I(w) = zyww,,). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let A, ,..., A, be alcoves in X. There exists B E X such 
that A i < B (1 ,< i < n) and there exists B’ E X such that B’ < Ai (1 < i < n). 
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ProoJ It is enough to prove the existence of B’, for then we can use 
(1.5.1) to deduce the existence of B. Let u be a special point such that 
A , ,..., A,, are all contained in %?J. Using 3.6(b), we see that A: < Ai for 
i = l,..., n. Hence, we may take B’ = Ai. 
4. SOME ESTIMATES 
The results in this section will be used in Section 5 to prove the existence 
of the elements D,. 
4.1. Let u be a special point, let A be an alcove which has u in its 
closure and let y E W be such that y(A:) c gJ. The following result gives 
some estimates for the coefficients of the expansion 
BEX 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (a) $,Ae,yCA,+, is a polynomial in q of degree 
< fd(B, y(Az)) if B < y(A z) and is zero otherwise. 
W If ~(43 ~4, then &+,,+, is a polynomial in q of degree 
< )(d(B, y(A,?)) - 1) for all B < y(A:) and is equal to 1 ifB = y(A,?). 
(c) Assume, in case (a) that B Q y(A:) and d(B, y(Az)) is even. Then 
the coeficient of q”‘2’d’B*y’A~” in %f.YCAf) is > 0. 
(d) Assume, in case (b) that B < y(Az) and d(B, y(AL)) is odd. Then 
the coeflcient of q”‘2”d’B*y’A~“-” in nA,,yC,lt, is > 0. 
Proof. Let s , ,..., sk be a sequence of elements in S. The following 
formula can be verified immediately by induction on k: 
TS, ... T,,(A) =c qm’(q - l)p’sk ... fip,. .. fi,. .. $, s,(A), (4.2.1) 
I 
where the sum is extended over all subsets I = (i, ( i, ( < i, ) of 1, 2,..., k 
such that 
Sir . ” sli,-, ~~~~i,~~~~i,~~~s,(A)<s i^,~~~s i^,~,~~~s i^~~~~~i, . ..s.(A) 
(t = I,..., P,), 
and m, is the number of j, 1 <j < k, j e Z such that 
sjsj-, ... fi, ... fi, ... s,(A) < sj-, ... & ... ti, ... s,(A) 
(we omit all s, such that 1 E Z, I< j). 
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We now assume that sk ... s, is a reduced expression for y. Let s’, ,..., s; E 
Sn IV,, be such that s’, ... s;(A) =A: and d(A,AT)= n. Then 
d(A, ys; 1.. s;(A)) < d(A, y(A;)) = n + k = i( ys; .‘. s;), by Lemma 3.6. 
Using Corollary 3.4, it follows that sk ... $i,, .. 9, ... sli, “.X,(A) < y(A:) 
for all I in the sum (4.2.1). If, for such 1, we set B = sk .’ Sip ... fi, ... 
ii, s,(A), we have clearly 
d(A, B) = k - p, - 2m, ; 
hence 
fd(B, y(A,?)) = t(d(A, Y@:) - 44 B)) 
=j(n+k-(k-p,-2m,)) 
= $(n +p,)+ m,. 
It is then enough to prove that p, < n in case (a) and p, < n - 1 in case (b). 
We shall use the following description of n. For any quarter %?‘, let X(q) be 
the set of all i E F such that for some HE 9- with direction i, we have 
‘Z c E; . The following facts are well known: 
If i E Y(@) and HE .Y has direction i, then 
le~s”)I < IJT)l* 
If g is the quarter with vertex u containing A, then 
n = 19(Gq. 
(4.2.2) 
(4.2.3) 
It remains to prove the following 
LEMMA 4.3. Let u be a special point, A an alcove containing v in its 
closure and let gbe the quarter with vertex u containing A. Let s, ,..., sk E S 
be such that d(A:,s,,..s,(A,f))=k, and let l<i,<.,.<i,<k be such 
that 
A 1 Sir . . Sir-, ... si, ... s,(A) < Si, ‘.. fir_, ... Bi, ... s,(A) 
for t = 1, 2 ,..., p. 
Then 
(a> P ,< If(W. 
(b) Zf sk ... s,(A,t) cZ7,. and A #AZ, then p < IS( - 1. 
Proof. Let w E 52 be the element sch that VW = v, A:w = A. For each j, 
1 < j < k, let Hj be the unique hyperplane in F separating sjsj- 1 s,(A,t) 
from sj-, ... s,(Az). Our assumption implies that some translate of V’,t is 
on the same side of H, as s,~s,~-, ‘. s,(A,?). Applying w, we deduce that Hiw 
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is the unique hyperplane in F separating s,s,-i ... s,(A) from s,-i e.. s,(A) 
and. that some translate of Q is on the same side of H,w as s,s,-, ... s,(A). 
If we have S,iSj-l ... s,(A) < s,~-, ... s,(A), then s~s,~-, ... s,(A)cE&, hence 
it would follow that H,o E S(Y). 
If we assume that sk ... s,(Az) cn, then, for all j, 1 <j< k, we have 
s,~ . . s, (A ,t ) c n,. and Hi is not parallel to any of the walls of 97:. It follows 
that H,io is not parallel to any of the walls of Q. 
We shall prove the lemma by induction of IS(GY)l. Assume fist that 
.7(E) = 0. Then A = AZ and our assumption implies that A < s,(A) < 
s2s, (A) < ... < sk .. s,(A) so that p = 0. Next, we assume that IS(U)l = 1 
and that sk...s,(,4,t)cZ7,. Ifwe havep> I, then HjwEX(V)for somej, 
1 & j < k and it is not parallel to any of the walls of Q. But it is easy to see 
that, if Q is not a translate of %?z, then X(a) must contain some hyper- 
plane parallel to a wall of Q. Thus, in our case (A # A:), we must have 
p = 0. 
Next we assume that p > 1. Let H be the unique hyperplane in ST 
separating St1 ... s,s,(A) from J,, . . . s,s,(A). Let u’= “CT”, A’ =Auff, 
Q’=GFtS,. We have d(A,+,,s, ... s,(Az,)) = k, since A,+,=A,t7 for some 
translation 7 E G and d is invariant by such a translation. Also 
fi, ..’ s,s,(A) = si, ... s2s,(A’), hence 
Sir “. fi,-, . . . Ii, . si, s,(A’) 
< fi, ..’ dir-, ..f fi2 .‘. si, ..’ s,(A’), for t = 2, 3 ,..., p. 
If we are in case (a) or if we are in case (b) and V’ # SF:,,, we may assume 
that the lemma is already proved for u’, A’, s, ,..., sk. (Note that IS(V)! < 
IS(@ by (4.2.2).) It follows that p - 1 < IS(@Y’)l, in case (a) and p - 1 < 
IS(5P)l - 1 in case (b) and the desired conclusion follows. If we are in case 
(b) and Q’ = @z, we can only deduce that p - 1 = 0. But in this case, as we 
have seen earlier in the proof, Y(V) contains both a hyperplane parallel to a 
wall of SF and one not parallel to any wall of SF. Thus IX(g)l> 2 and we 
again have p < IS(@)1 - 1. The lemma is proved. 
4.4 COROLLARY (of the proof). With the notations of Proposition 4.2(a), 
let B be an alcove such that B Q y(Ai) and such that d,YCA,t, has degree 
equal to fd(B, y(Az)). Then B = y(Az)r for some translation 7 E R. 
Proof With the notations as in Lemma 4.3 we must show that, if 
p= IS(Q then sk .‘. ,E,, ..: f*, ... s,(A) is equal to sk ... s2s,(A:)7 for 
some translation in a. When p = 0, this is obvious (7 = e). We use induction 
on p. Assume p > 1 and let H, v’, A’, Q’ be as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
We have p - I < I.F(V’)l < lS(5F)l, hence p - 1 = 9(P). The inductive 
hypothesis shows that sk ... fiD . . . $r, . . . s,, . . s,(A’) is equal to 
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sk . s2 s,(A z,)t’ for some translation r’ E R. But sk . sli, . . Sli2 
si, .” s,(A’) = sk ... $i, ... iii, ... iii, ... s,(A) and Sk “’ s,s,(AJ,)r’ = Sk ‘. . 
s2s,(A:)r for some translation r E 0, since V’ E vR. The Corollary is 
proved. 
5. THE EXISTENCE OF THE ELEMENTS D, 
5.1. Let w  E W. The following result appears in [6, (l.l.c)]. 
There is a unique element Cz E X such that cz = 
q-““‘Cz and Cz = Cygw Py.,,.Ty, where P?,,,. E Z[q] 
has degree <f@(w) - I( y) - 1) for y < w  and 
P 1. k‘, w  = (5.1.1) 
(Here < is the usual partial order of the Coxeter group W.) We shall now 
prove the following 
THEOREM 5.2. Let v be a special point and let C be an alcove contained 
in the box Il,. . Let w E W be such that w(A:) = C. Then the element 
satisfies Qp,(D,) = q- scc”D, for any length function 6 on X, and it is of the 
form 
Dc= c QA.cA, 
AEX 
Cwr<A SC 
where QA.c E 7 [q] has degree < f(d(A, C) - 1) if A ( C and Q,4.A = 1. 
Proof. It is well known that the elements y’ < wwO are precisely the 
elements y’ = yz, where y < ww,,, I( yw,) = I(y) + l(w,,) and z E W,.. 
Moreover, according to [6,2.3.g] we have P,,,,CH,I, = P,,,.,.,,.,,.,. for such y and 
z. Note also that TYTz = T,,: for such y and z. Thus, 
= T;‘ L P,,,,.,.,.T,,(A,) = C;,., A,. 
y’< WW1~ 
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The same computation and the identity (CZ E wr r,) . TzI = q’(’ ‘) ,& wv Tr 
(r’ E IV,.) shows that 
C$,.,T,,(A;) = q’(“)Dc. 
Taking sum over all z ’ E W,,, it follows that 
We now apply to this equality the anti-linear involution Gs. We get 
=4 
-I(W)-S,A$’ 
.4 
-I(W) c q’(“‘Dc 
Z’E w,. 
hence 
@*(DC) = q-scc’D,, 
as required. 
With the notations of 4.1, we have D, = CAEX Q”.=A, where 
QA,c = 2 2 P,,,.,,,~> . 4:y,a,w (5.2.1) 
Y< WWP A’ 
I( y W,\) =I( y, + I, WL>) T’3v 
For all y in the sum, the element yw, can be obtained by dropping some 
factors in a reduced expression for ww,. Since d(A;, ww,,(A,:)) = l(ww,.) 
(Lemma 3.6), we see from 3.4 that y(A:) = yw,(A;) & ww,,(A,) = C. On 
the other hand, r? ’ A,y(A,t) is zero unless A < y(A:) (Proposition 4.2). It follows 
that QA,c = 0 unless A < C. 
Assume now that A < C. If in the sum (5.2.1), we have y # w, then 
d’%(PYW”, WWD ) < #(ww,) - /( yw,) - 1) = i(d( y(AL), C) - 1). Together with 
4.2(a), this shows that the terms with y < w  do not exceed the prescribed 
degree for QA,c. If y = w, then P,,,, ,,,. wH,I, = 1; however, since w(A,?) c l7,,, we 
have the sharper estimate for ti A:w(l,t) given by 4.2(b) so that these terms will 
still not exceed the prescribed degree for QA,=. 
To end the proof it remains to show that QA,c = 0 unless Co,. < A. But we 
have seen in 2.14 that, since D, E &, the condition @*(D,) = q-““‘D, is 
equivalent to the condition 
4 d’At??A,c(q-‘> = QAo,.,&?)- 
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It follows that Qa,= = 0 unless Aw, < C (which is equivalent to Cw, <A). 
The Theorem 5.2 is proved. At the same time, the existence part of Theorems 
1.8 and 2.15 is proved. 
COROLLARY 5.3. With the notations of 5.2, we have 
Qa.c(l) = Pz.,,,.(l)~ if A = z(A,). 
COROLLARY 5.4. We preserve the notations of 5.2. Let @ c X be an 
orbit of 6, the group of translations in B. Then 
is independent of the choice of e; it is equal to 
c pywww.,,q’(y)~ 
y $ WV,, 
ICY U’,.) = I(Y) + I( W,.) 
Proof This follows from 5.2 and 2.16. 
6. A BASIS OF M' 
In this section we shall prove the following 
THEOREM 6.1. The elements T,,,e,, (where v is any special point and w  is 
any element of W such that w(A:) cl7,) form a basis of the E[q, q-l]- 
module &‘. 
We begin with the following 
LEMMA 6.2. Let v, v’ be special points such that v’ E q. Let Z = 
{z E WI z(A:) c GY’,t, z(Az) 3 v’}. Then CLEZ Tze, is a Z[q]-linear 
combination of elements of the form e,!,, where v” runs through the a-orbit 
of v’. 
Proof. If z E Z and x E W,, we have T, T, = T,, , by Lemma 3.6. Hence 
c Tze, = c T,T,(A;) = c T,,(A;) = c T,,(A;). 
ZEZ ZEZ ZEZ Z’EZ. WC 
xsw,. XE w,> 
We now claim that W,!ZW, = ZW,. We have 
ZW,={uE WI~B,CEX,B~V,~~V’,C~V:,~B=C}. 
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Let Z’={U’E WJ3B,CEX,B3u,~3v’,rcrB=C} and let r be the 
subgroup of 0 generated by the reflections in the walls of V’,’ which pass 
through u’. Then for any C E X such that c 3 t)‘, there exists y E r such that 
CJJ c wz (and, of course, G 3 v’). Hence, if u’ E Z’, so that for some 
B, C E X, 13 v, C3 v’, u’B = C, then we can find y E r such that the 
element I( E W taking By to CJJ is in Z WV. But from u’B = C it follows that 
u’By = Cy, hence tl’ = u. Thus, we have shown that ZW, = Z’. But it is 
obvious that W,, Z’ = Z’. Thus W,,Z W, = ZW, as claimed. Let Z, be the 
set of elements of ZW, which have minimal length in their left W,,-cost. 
Then ZW, = W,,Z, and 
It remains to use the following fact. For any A E X, we have 
c TX@) = fe,., X’E W”, 
where u” is the intersection u’R nd and N is the length of the element in 
W,,, taking A;,, to A. 
6.3 Proof of Theorem 6.1. The elements T,,,e, described in the Theorem 
are in l-l correspondence with the alcoves in X each alcove A can be 
written uniquely as A = w(A:), where u is a special point and A c 17,. 
Moreover, by Proposition 4.2, we see that T,,,e, is equal to w(A:) plus a 
linear combination of alcoves B such that B < w(A:). It follows immediately 
that the elements T,,,e,(w(A:) c n,) are linearly independent. It remains to 
prove that the following statement holds for any integer k > 1: the h[q, q-l]- 
submodule &k c & generated by the elements T,e, (w(Ai ) c l7,, u 
special point) and by the elements T,e, (u special point, l(w) < k) must 
contain all elements T,,,e, (u special point, l(w) = k). Let u be a special point 
and let w  E W be an element of length k. Assume first that w(Az) d 59:. By 
Lemma 3.6, we can write w  = w1 . w2, I(w) = Z(wi) + Z(w*), w2 E W,, w2 # e. 
But then Twe, = T,,,, TW2ev = q ‘(W2)T,,,,e, E&k since Z(w,) < k. Next, we 
assume that w(Az) c ‘iiF:. Let u’ be the unique special point such that 
w(A;) cl&,. We must have u’ ET. Let x,y E W be such that 
x(Az) =A$,, y(A$) = w(Az). By Lemma 3.6, we have d(A:, AZ) = I(x) 
(since A,+, c a,+), d(A,+,, w(A:)) = 0) (since ~(4) = K?), 
W,+, w(A:)) = Z(w) ( since w(A:) ~a:). Using (1.4.1) it follows that 
I(w) = Z(x) + Z(y). We have yx(A:) = w(A:) hence yx = w. It follows that 
T,, T, = T,. With the notation of Lemma 6.2, we have 
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We have y(A i,) c J7,, hence ~$4 z,,) c n,,, for any u” E z&J hence the right- 
hand side of (6.3-l) is in pk. 
Among the terms of the sum over z E Z, one is z = x, since x(-4,+) = Ai. 
is contained in SF’,’ and contains u’ in its closure. That therm contributes to 
the left-hand side of (6.3.1) by T,T,e, = T,e,. We now consider some 
zEZ, z#x. Let uE IV, be such that u(z(A:))=A,+,. Wehave uz=x. By 
Lemma3.6, we have d(A:,A,f, ) = I(x), d(A:, z(A: )) = l(z). Moreover 
4+&%$5) = l(u) ( since F(A:) 3~‘). Using (1.4.1) it follows that 
l(u) + Z(z) = I(x). It follows that l(z) < l(x) (since u # e), and hence the term 
T,,T,e, is a linear combination of elements T,,,, e, with E(w’) < k. Thus, 
(6.3.1) shows that T,,,e, E pk. The theorem is proved. 
7. THE UNIQUENESS OF THE ELEMENTS D, 
7.1. A subset I of X is said to be bounded above if there exists an 
alcove A, such that A <A, for all A E I. 
Let A be the set of formal Z [q, q-II-linear combinations CA a,A of 
alcoves such that the set of A for which aA # 0 is bounded above. This is in 
a natural way a Z [q, q-‘1 module (if two sets of alcoves are bounded above, 
then so is their union, see Proposition 3.7). It is even an X-module in a 
natural way: 
qa,,A + c ((s- lb, +asA)A. 
A 
s$Y(A) scY’(A) 
It contains d as an X-submodule. 
7.2. Let us assume that for each alcove A we are given an element 
fA= c a,,,B Ek 
2, 
Then, for any alcove A,,, the infinite sum CAVAGAO f, is defined to be 
; ( T a.%4) B Ed 
B<AO B<A<Ao 
(This is well defined by Proposition 3.5.) If we assume further that aA,A = 1 
for all A, any elementf= CB yB B E A can be written uniquely as an infinite 
sum 
c cAfA @A E ‘[% q-‘])’ 
A 
A<Ao 
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Indeed, the infinite system of linear equations 
%,A cA = YB @ Q ‘0) 
B<A<Ao 
with unknowns cA (A <A,) has a unique solution. 
We shall take f, = EA = T,,,e,, where, for a given alcove A, w  E W is 
defined by the condition w(A:) c n, (o special point). It follows from 
Proposition 4.2 that E, is a finite Z[q]-linear combination of alcoves <A 
and that A appears with coefficient 1. 
The discussion above shows that any element of A can be written 
uniquely in the form 2 BGAO rBEB (r, E Z[q, q-l]) and that, conversely, any 
infinite sum CBGAo B B r E is a well-defined element of A@. We shall now 
extend the map 9, : M’ -+ A@’ (where 6 is a length function on X) to a map 
6, : d + A, as follows. We define 
The last infinite sum is well defined, since Qs(EB) is equal to q-“‘B’EB plus a 
finite Z[q, q-l] linear combination of elements E,, (I?’ < B). Indeed, if 
B = w(A:) c l7,, we have [6, (2.O.a)] 
Till = q-‘(““T,,, + (combination of T,, y < w), 
hence 
Os(EB) = Qs(T,e,) = q-S(A:)T;ile, 
=4 -G(A~)-‘(w)T,,,eV + (combination of T,,e, y < u). 
Using 3.4 and 3.6, we see that this equals q -scB)B + (combination of alcoves 
B’ < B). On the other hand, by 6.1, this is a combination of elements E, 
(A E X). It follows that it equals q -scB)B + (combination of elements E,,, 
B’ < B), as claimed. 
In the same way, we see from 6.1, that for any s E S and B E X, T, EB is a 
linear combination of elements E,, where B’ Q B or B’ < sB. Using the fact 
that @,(T,E,) = T;‘@,(E,), it now follows immediately that 4s : A +A# is 
an Z-antilinear map. It is also clear that &‘, = 1. We now define elements 
gB,A E z[q9 61 by 
&(A) = q-“‘A’ c (-1)d’B.A’ sBsAB. 
B 
(7.2.1) 
Note that gBsA = 0 unless B Q A and that sAsA = 1. (This last equality 
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follows from &#,) = q- 6(AfEA + (combination of 8, B < A).) Also 9B,A is 
independent of the choice of 6 (see 2.11). We can now state the following 
result, which strengthens the uniqueness part of Theorem 1.8. 
THEOREM 1.3. For any C E X, there is a unique element D, E 1 such 
that 6,(D,) = q-““D, and 
A 
where QA,c E Z[q] has degree < f((d(A, C) - 1) ifA < C and Qc,c = 1. 
Proof: The existence of D, has already been proved. We now prove 
uniqueness (compare [6, 2.21). The identity d,(D,) = q-s’c’D, is equivalent 
to the identity 
c (-l)d’A*C) .%A,8&Cqd(B*C) = QA,c (VA < C). (7.3.1) 
A&C 
We shall show that this system of equations for Qa,c has at most one 
solution if QA.c is required to be a polynomial of degree < f(d(A, C) - 1) for 
A<CandQ,,,= 1. We may assume that A < C and that the uniqueness of 
Qs,c has been already established for all B, A < B < C. Then (7.3.1) can be 
written in the form 
QA,c - qd’A,C’~A,C = known (7.3.2) 
(since 9A,A = 1). But QA,C must be of the form xi a,q’ (i is an integer 
0 < i < f(d(A, C) - I)), hence qd’A9C’QA,c must be of the form s bjq’ (j is 
an integer f(d(A, C) + 1) < j < d(A, C)). Thus, there are no cancellations in 
the left hand side of (7.3.2) and QA,c is uniquely determined. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 7.3 and hence that of Theorems 2.15 and 1.8. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let t: E + E be a translation which leaves Sr stable. 
Then QA,c = QAr,cs for any A < C in X. 
ProoJ: This follows from 7.3, since r is compatible with <, d and ds. 
8. PROPERTIES OF THE ELEMENTS DC 
8.1. Given A < C in X such that d(A, C) is odd, we define p(A, C) 
to be the coefftcient of q’d’ATC’-“‘2 in the polynomial QA,c. Using (52.1) 
and combining 4.2(c), (d) with [7, Corollary 5.61, we see that we have 
always p(A, C) > 0. 
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We now prove the following result, which is analogous to [6, (2.3.a), 
(2.3.c)]. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let C E X and let s E S. We have 
T,D, = qD,, if sEY(C) 
=-DD,+D,,+ 2 ,a(A, C)q’d’A,C’+ ‘)‘*DA , if s G! Y(C) 
A<C 
d(A,C)odd 
ssy(A) 
(The last sum is finite: there are only finitely many A with QA,c # 0.) 
Proof: Assume first that s E Y(C). Let w’ E W be such that w’(A;) = C, 
where C cl&. We have seen (5.2) that D, = ($,A;. The hypothesis 
s E Y(C) implies that SW’ < w’. By [6, (2.3.g)] we have then P,,w, = PsJ,,,, 
for all y E W so that C$, can be written in the form (1 + T,) h for some 
h E GE It follows that (T, - q) D, = (T, - q)(l + T,) h(A;) = 0, as 
required. Next, we assume that s 4 9(C). Let 
D:,=(T,+ l)D,- ATc ,u(A, C) qcdcA*=‘+ “‘*DA 
d(A,C)odd 
seY(A) 
We have T, + 1 = qp ‘(T, + l), hence 
Qa(&) = q-‘(T, + 1) q-““‘D, + c ,u(& C) q’d’A’C)+‘)‘2DA 
=4 
-6(C)-ID! q-8(Sc)D;c, 
SC = 
where Z = {A E X/A ( C, d&4, C)odd, SE Y(A)}, and 6 is any length 
function on X. The coeffkient of B E X in Die is given by 
with the convention that QD,,c = 0 if B’ < C. By 3.2, we have B < SC if and 
only if SB Q SC. Hence QB = 0 if B Q SC. It is obvious that Qsc = Q,-= = 1. 
Assume now that B < SC. It is easy to see that & is a polynomial in q of 
degree < $(d(B, SC) - 1) = fd(B, C). Using the uniqueness statement in 
Theorem 7.3, it follows that D:, = D,, (and & = Qrr,s,-). This completes the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 8.3. The elements D&C E X) form a Z [q, q-‘1 basis of &‘. 
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ProoJ The elements D, are linearly independent, since D, = C + 
(combination of alcoves B < C). Theorem 8.2 shows that the H[q, q-l]- 
submodule of &’ spanned by the elements D, (C E X) is an AY-submodule 
of &. This submodule contains e, = D,; for any special point v, hence it 
must coincide with A@. 
COROLLARY 8.4. Let C E X and let s E Y(C). We have 
0) QA,c = QsA,=for any A < C. 
or A+j;l 44C)=O f any A < C, such that d(A, C) odd, s @ Y@), 
Proof: Part (i) is just a restatement of the identity T, D, = 40,. With the 
assumption of (ii), we have deg QA,c = deg Qsa,c < f(d(sA, C) - 1) < 
j(d(A, C) - l), hence &I, C) = 0. 
8.5. Let A # C be two alcoves. We say that A, C are joined if the 
following conditions are satisfied: A, C are comparable for <, d(A, C) is odd, 
&?(A) # Y(B) and if, moreover, we have p(A, C) # 0 (if A < C) and 
,u(C, A) # 0 if C <A. (Thus we may regard X as the set of vertices of a 
graph in which the edges are the pairs A, C which are joined as above.) If C 
is an alcove and s E S, then C, SC are certainly joined. Indeed, if SC < C, 
then QsC,c = 1 (see 8.4(i)), hence ,u(sC, C) = 1. Conversely, let C <A be 
alcoves which are joined and are such that s & 9(C), s E 9(A) for some 
s E S. Then 8.4(ii) shows that A = SC. Therefore, Theorem 8.2 can be refor- 
mulated as follows. For any C E X and s E S, we have 
T,D, = qDc, 
= - D, + 2 j&4, C) q’d’A*C’+ ‘)“D,, 
A 
A.CJoined 
SC~tA) 
where, for two joined alcoves A, C we set 
if SE Y(C), 
if s 6! 9(C), 
(8.5.1) 
/W, C> = ~(-4 0, if A < C, 
= P(C, A 1, if C<A. 
8.6. We now define a new right action A + A * w of s1 on X as 
follows. If A = w(A:) c 17,, (w E W), we set 
A*w=~(A,l,)cLf,,. 
This action is not transitive: A, A’ are in the same orbit for the *-action if 
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and only if A’ =Ar for some translation r E a. This action does not 
commute with the left action of W on X. 
The following result describes the action of the intertwining operators 8, 
(o E a) on the elements D,. 
PROPOSITION 8.7. Let C E X and let o E R. We have 
W,=q dW4)/2D c+o 
Proof: Let v be the special point such that C = w(A:) c n, (w E IV). By 
Theorem 5.2, we have D, = h, . e, for some h, E 3. The same Theorem 
shows that, for any translation r in Q we have D,, = h, e,, . In particular, we 
have Dceo = hOeuo. Since 8, commutes with the action of &4 we have 
D,8, = h,(e,O,), and by 2.8(a) this equals hOqd(A,f,,A~)‘2euw. It remains to 
show that d(A,+,, A:) = d(C * w, C). But this follows from the equalities 
d(A:, C) = Z(w), d(A:,, C * o) = I(w) (see 3.6) and from (1.4.1). 
8.8. The previous results can be expressed more suggestively if we 
adjoin a square root q”’ of q. The map Qs extends naturally to do = 
22 kP2, 4- 1’2l OH,q,q-l] Jo by the requirement that Qs(ql”m) = q-“2@s(m) 
if m E Jo. We have 
COROLLARY 8.9. Let 6 be a fuced length function on X. The elements 
D”, = q - c9(c)/2Dc (C E X) form a Z [q”‘, q-“‘l-basis of J-O. They satisfy for 
any w E l2 and any s E S the identities 
@,(&) = &, (8.9.1) 
o”,e, = L, (8.9.2) 
T,& = q&, if s E Y(C), 
--&+q”Z T $A, C)D,, if s 6! Y(C). (8’g’3) 
A,CJoined 
SGl/‘(A) 
In other words, the basis elements d, are just permuted by the 
intertwining operaors. Moreover, the action of T, is completely determined 
by the graph described in 8.5 and by the function .Z on the edges of this 
graph. 
Using the identities T,(fi,O,) = (T,b,) 0, and Y(C) = P(C * o), we 
obtain 
COROLLARY 8.10. The *-action of R on X is compatible with the graph 
structure of X. Thus, if A, C are joined and w E 0, then A * w, C * o are 
joined; moreover, we have @(A, C) = F(A * w, C * w). 
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8.11. Let us specialize q to be a prime power ps. This gives a 
homomorphism Z[q”*, q-‘/*I+ C taking q to p’. Let 1 be a homomorphism 
of the group d of translations in J2 to Cc*. Let AA be the C-vector space 
spanned by all infinite formal linear combinations 
a; = c d,,n(o-1). 
WE@- 
This is a vector space of finite dimension equal to the number of orbits of d 
on X. (We have d g, = A(o) D,* for all w  E a.) The Hecke algebra P acts 
naturally on this space (see 8.9) since any alcove A is joined with only 
finitely many other alcoves. This gives a new model for the “principal series 
representations” [9, (4.1.5)] MA of 3. 
In [9, (4.1.5)], Matsumoto associates to A an Z module 11. His 
definition can be reformulated as follows: AP~ is the C-vector space spanned 
by all infinite formal linear combinations F, = CwEir l(o-‘) q-s(cw)‘2Cco 
(C E X). This is again a vector space of dimension equal to the number of 
orbits of K on X. The Hecke algebra acts on it naturally (see 7.1). Now each 
element a,* can be expressed as a finite linear combination of elements F,, ; 
this gives an R-module homomorphism AA +J; which is clearly non-zero. 
Hence it is an isomorphism whenever Aj, is irreducible (which is the case 
for generic A). However, in general, it is neither injective nor surjective. For 
example, in the rank one case, it fails to be an isomorphism for a unique 
choice of A. Note also that in our model, the intertwining operators are 
everywhere defined, while in Matsumoto’s model they have poles and hence 
are not everywhere defined. 
9. A CHARACTERIZATION OF&, 
9.1. In this section we shall give an alternative description for 4, 
which will not involve the Hecke algebra R. 
Let u be a special point and let 6 be a fixed length function on X. Let H be 
a fiwed wall of qJ, and let R, be the infinite dihedral subgroup of Q 
generated by the reflections in the hyperplanes in .Y parallel to H. The 
restriction of 6 to any fin,-orbit in X is a bijection between that orbit and E 
(see Lemma 2.5). For any alcove A, we define a sequence of alcoves 
A =A’O’ A(‘) A’2’ in AQ, by the requirement ?I@“‘) = 6(A) + j if A c EL 
and by ‘the ;equiLlment &I”‘) = 6(A) - j if A c E; . Clearly, (Au,)“’ = 
(AU’)a, for all j > 0. 
Let f = ‘JJ f, A E A. We define a new element r,(f) = CA &,(f)A E A 
by the formula 
Clearly, &,(f) is well defined. 
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We can now state 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Let f = CA fA A E Yn: Then f E Mu if and only if it 
satisfies for each wall H of @‘: the following condition: 
For each alcove A c E: we have 
Mf ‘LO”=4 (6c4)-6(Ao//)- (PH) 
Proof. Let H be a wall of V’,’ and let i E y be its direction. It is easy to 
see that f satisfies (PM) if and only if f E 4 and fe, = f (see 2.2, 2.4). Now 
0, is an Z-linear map of 4 into itself and satisfies e, 8, = e, (see 
Lemma 2.6). It follows that jZ& = f whenever f E AU and hence such f 
satisfies (PM). To prove the converse we need the following 
LEMMA 9.3. Let f = CA J;A EM, f $0, and let N be an integer with 
the following property: for any A E X, f, is a Z-linear combination of qi with 
i < f (N - &A)). Define a new element $= CA 3* A E 1 df, E H) as follows: 
$A is the coeficient of q’N-6’A”‘2 in f,, gN=&A) (mod2) and?,=0 
otherwise. 
(a) Zff satisfies condition (P,,) for some wall H of W:, then&,,,, =$, 
for all A E X. 
(b) Iff satisfies condition (PH) for all walls H of g’:, thenL;,, =$, 
for all A E X and all o E R,. 
9.4. We shall now prove the Proposition 9.2 assuming Lemma 9.3. 
We assume that f f 0 satisfies the condition (PH) for all walls H of %Y:. 
Take N in the lemma as small as possible. It is clear that we must have 
3” # 0 for some A. We can find o E 0, such that A * o c FL. Lemma 9.3 
shows that 3” *w = L. Thus L # 0 for some A c gl, hence fA # 0 for some 
A c GYz. Let 
mf = yyg-+ [&A) - &C)l. 
f”Zd‘ 
We have mr> 0. We shall prove that f E yIcl by induction on m,. Let 
A , , A, ,..., A, be the alcoves in 5F’: such that 6(A,)-6(Al)=m, for 
i = l,..., n. Let w,E W be such that w,(A:) = Ai (i= l,..., n). By 
Proposition 4.2(a), Tw,eu is equal to Ai plus a combination of alcoves < Ai 
(i = I,..., n).Letf’=f-C;“=,fAiT,,e,.Sincef,,T,,e,E~~,itfollowsfrom 
the first part of the proof that f’ satisfies condition (PH) for all walls of %‘J. 
If f’ = 0, there is nothing to prove. If f’ f 0, we have rn,, < m, and we can 
apply the induction hypothesis. We deduce that f’ E X,, hence f E .J, as 
required. 
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9.5 Proof of Lemma 9.3. Since Q, is generated by the reflections uH, 
where H is a wall of %Fi, we see that (b) follows from (a). 
We now prove (a). As we have noted already, the hypothesis of (a) is 
equivalent to the condition f E 4, jVH = f where i is the direction of H. 
Clearly, f, # 0. for some A c E,’ . We shall argue by induction on 
n=n,= y3..+ +(6(A)-d(Au,)- l)>O. 
frto” 
Let A, ,..., A, be the alcoves for which this maximum is achieved. Assume 
first that nf= 0. Then f = CfE1 fAi(Ai + A,a,) andy= CfEl &Ai for certain 
integersTAi. But it is clear that Ai * uH =Ai whenever 6(Ai) = 6(A,a,) + 1. 
Next, assume that nf > 1. Define A’, ,..., Ai by the condition that Ai is in 
the Q,-orbit of A i and 6(A;) = 6(Ai) - 1. The element A i + Ai + 
q”(Aiu,, + AjuH) is in 4 and is OH-invariant. It follows that f’ = f - 
Cf=, f, i(A i + A ; + q”(A iu6r+ Ai uH)) is in “;,pndjs 2,invariant. Note also 
that Ai * u,=Aju, i = l,..., k. have 3= 
C”=lJrAi(Ai+A:uH)=C:=l~i(Ai+Ai*uH), hence $ hay the required 
property. If f’ & 0, it is easy to check that the exponents in f> can be 
bounded in terms of N in the same way as the exponents in f, . In particular, 
3’ is well defined (with respect to N); we have 
3Li=0, 3;,I,,=~i-Li*,, (i= LL.~n) 
A=34 for all other A. 
(9.51) 
We have n,, < nf hence we may assume that (a) is already proved for f ‘. 
The identity (9.5.1) shows that (a) must also hold for J This completes the 
proof of Lemma 9.3. 
10. AN INDUCTIVE FORMULA FOR THE ELEMENTS D, 
We start with the following 
LEMMA 10.1. Let v be a special point and let B # B’ be two alcoves such 
that B c II,, B’ c lF’,t and B’ is a translate of B (not necessarily by a tran- 
slation in l-2). Then B < B’. 
Proof. Let H be any hyperplane in R separating B from B’. Our 
assumptions imply that B c EH, B’ c EL. Thus, d(B, B’) is equal to the 
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number of hyperplanes separating B from B’, hence it is equal to Z(w), where 
w  E W is such that w(B) = B’. Let w  = s, ... s, be a reduced expression for 
w. From d(B,B’) = n, it follows that B < s,B < s,-rs,B < ... < 
s,s, .‘. s,B = B’. Thus, B < B’ as required. 
COROLLARY 10.2. Let v be a special point and let A < C be two alcoves 
such that Cc IT,, A ~97:. Let A, be the unique alcove in 17, which is a 
translate of A. Then A, < C. 
Proof. Lemma 10.1 shows that A, <A, and the results follows. 
DEFINITION 10.3. Given two alcoves A? C we say that A 0 C if for 
some (or equivalently any) box If, the alcoves A’, C’ in IZ obtained from 
A, C by translation satisfy A’ < C’. 
With this definition, the conclusion of Corollary 10.2 could be stated as 
A 0 C. 
PROPOSITION 10.4. Let v be a special point and let y E W be such that 
C=y(AJ)cQ:. Then 
C;wu(A ;) = c nA qd(A vY(~“+))/~D~ yinite sum), 
A 
where A runs through the set of alcoves of the form A = C * o (w E Q), and 
A --t nA is an integer valued function with finite support such that n, = n,4 Iw 
for all o E a,, nc = 1, n, = 0 unless A < C. 
Proof: Just as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we see that 
@,(C,*,L,(A ; 1) = q- scc’C,*.,.(A ; 1, 
where 6 is any length function. As in that proof (using Proposition 4.2(a)) 
we see that C,,,“(A;) is a linear combination of alcoves B < C and that the 
coeffkient of an alcove B < C is a polynomial in q of degree < fd(B, C). Let 
n, be the integer such that this polynomial equals n,,qd’B*C”2 + lower powers 
of q if d(B, C) is even and let n, = 0 if d(B, C) is odd. Using Corollary 4.4, 
we see that, whenever n, # 0 for an alcove B Q C, the alcove B must be of 
the form C * w  for some w  E a. The element 
P= C,*,,,(A;) - c nBqd’B*C)f2Dg E X’ 
B<C 
ni9+0 
607/37/2-6 
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is then a combination of alcoves B’ < C such that the coefficient of an 
alcove B’ is a polynomial in q of degree < f(d(B’, C) - 1) if B’ < C and the 
coefficient of C is equal to 1. On the other hand, it is clear that @#) = 
q-““‘F. By the uniqueness part of Theorem 7.3, it follows that F = D,. This 
completes the proof, except for the assertion that n, = n,,, if w  E a,.. But 
this assertion follows from Lemma 9.3. 
COROLLARY 10.5. Let C E X and let s E S - Y(C) be such that SC and 
C are in the same box. Then (T, + 1) D, - D,, is a Z [q]-linear combination 
of elements D, such that A ( C, A 0 C. 
Proof: Let u be the special point such that C, SC c ZZ, and let w  E W be 
such that w(A:) = C. We have sww, > ww,; using [6, 2.3.a)] or, rather, its 
analogue for C&+,r, we see that (T, + 1) Cc,*, - C&,, is a E [q]-linear 
combination of elements C$,,,, where y E W is such that y(A:) c %Y?,’ and 
yw, < ww,. For such y, we have y(Az) < C (see Lemma 3.4). It follows that 
(T, + 1) D, - D,, is a Z [q]-linear combination of elements C,,+(A;), where 
y E W is such that y(A:) c gz, y(A:) < C, hence by Proposition 10.4, it is 
a Z[q]-linear combination of elements D,, where A is an alcove with the 
following property: A < C and some translate A’ of A is an alcove with 
A’ c g’:, A’ < C. But such an alcove A satisfies A @ C by Corollary 10.1. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 10.6. Let A < C be alcoves such that d(A, C) is odd and 
assume that there exists s E S such that s E 9(A), s 65 Y(C) and C, SC are 
in the same box. If ,u(A, C) # 0, then A 0 C. 
10.7. This Corollary gives the possibility to compute the elements 
D, by a finite induction. Any alcove C is contained in a unique box II, and 
there exist s , ,..., s,, E S such that C = si s2 . . . s&A:), d(Az, C) = n,. The 
induction will be on n,. If n, = 0, we have D, = e,. Now assume that 
n, = n > 1 and that the elements D,, with n,, < n have already been 
constructed. In particular, the function ,a(A, C’) is known for such C’ and for 
arbitrary A < C’ with d(A, C’) odd. Let C’ = s2 . . . s&A:). It is clear that 
C, C’ are in the same box. We can then compute D, from the formula 
D, = (T,, + 1) D,, - c ,u(A, C’) q’d’A,C”+1)‘2DA 
A 
A<C’ 
d(A,C’)odd 
seWA) 
(Note that, by Corollary 10.6, all A occurring in the sum (such that 
p(A, C’) # 0) must satisfy A 0 C’. But it is clear that for such A we must 
have nA < n,, < n hence the elements DA are known by induction). 
10.8 
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EXAMPLE. 
Consider the situation in type G, . We have represented the 12 alcoves in a 
box ZZ, by a, 6, c ,..., 1. (We have a = A:.) We need six other alcoves 
a, ,..., a6 ; they form a single orbit under the *-action of $2,. They are all 
translates of a. The three eements s1 , s2, sj of S act as follows: s, reflects an 
alcove with respect to its shortest side, s2 reflects it with respect to its middle 
sized side and sj reflects it with respect to its longest side. 
The corresponding generators of Z are T, = T,, (i = 1,2,3). The element 
D, is known; it is equal to e,. Similarly, Dai are known (i = l,..., 6). The 
elements D,, D,,..., D, can be computed successively by the formulas: 
D,= (T, + l)D,, 
D,=(T3+ l)D,-@a, 
D,=(T,+ I)&-q&, 
D, = (T, + l)Dd-qD,, 
D,= (Tz + l)D,--@,, 
D,=(T,+ l)D,-qD,, 
D,,=(Tl+ W/, 
Di=(T,+ W,t--qDg, 
D, = (T, + 1) D, - qDj, - q4D, - qD,, - q’D,, - $00, - q’D,, 
-#Da, - q3Qw 
Dk=(T3+ l)D,-qD,, 
D,=(T,+l)D,-q4D,. 
The explicit formulas for D,, Db,..., D, and the analogous results for types 
A,, A, and B, are given in Section 12. 
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11. AN INVERSION FORMULA 
In this section we show that the polynomials Qa,= appear generically as 
entries of the inverse to the matrix (I’,,,) where y, w run through the set 
C?S” = {w E W 1 ~$4:) c %?‘; } and u is a fixed special point. 
We start with the following 
PROPOSITION 11.1. 
(i) 9A,, = 1. 
(ii) 9B,A = 0 unless B <A. 
(iii) 9B.A = r;y;; + cq _ 1) 9 
I 
if sEp(A), sEY(B), 
B,sA ) if s E 9(A), s @ Y(B). 
(iv) If B E X and v is a special point, we have 
(v) If B <A, 2B,A is a polynomial in q of degree < d(B, A). 
(vi) 9B,A is uniquely determined by properties ii)-( 
Proof (i) and (ii) have already been noted in 7.2. Property (iii) follows 
from the identity &,(T,A) = T;‘&,(A) (A E X, s E S), where 6 is a length 
function on X. Property (iv) follows from the identity ds(e,) = q-‘(‘t)ec. 
We now prove (v). For B = A there is nothing to prove, since S’A,A = 1. We 
now assume that B < A, d(B, A) = k > 1 and that our statement is known 
when k is replaced by a strictly smaller number > 0. Let v’ be a special point 
such that A c SY’,Y,. By 3.6, we can find a sequence of elements s, ,...,sI E S 
such that A > s,A > s,s,A > ... > s, ‘.. s,A =A:,. Assume that there 
exists i (1 <i< t) such that B > s,B > s,s,B > ... > Si-1 ... s,s,B < 
sisi-, ... s,s,B. Using 3.3 we deduce successively B<A* 
s,B <s,Aa- =z-si-r ...s,s,B~s~-~ . ..s.s,A. Using property (iii) we 
can express 9B,A in terms of .3S,. .S,B,Si. .s,A and SSi-,. .S,B,SiSi-,. S,A to 
which our induction hypothesis applies: d(si . s, B, si s, A) < d(B, A), 
d(sipl ... s, B, si ... s1 A) < d(B, A); thus, we get the desired property of 
9 B,A. Next, assume that B > s, B > ... > s,s,- r ... s, B. Again using (iii) we 
have .9B,A =9,,.. .s,B,s,, .S,A and s, ... s,B <s, ... s,A. Thus, we are 
reduced to the case where A = A$. By (iv), we have 
; qd’A’*A$)(-l)d(BJ’) 9B,A, = 1;; ;; B”; ;,; (11.3.1) 
,i’3u~ 
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If P 3 v’, A’ # AZ, we have d(B, A’) ( d(B, AZ,) = k. Hence the identity 
(1~3.1) expresses A%‘~,~+ in terms of 9B,A, with d(B, A’) < k to which our 
induction hypothesis is applicable. This completes the induction and proves 
(v)- 
Exactly the same argument proves (vi). 
Remark 12.4. One could also prove (v) from (7.3.1) by induction on 
d(A, C) but the previous proof has the advantage that it gives (vi) at the 
same time. 
12.5. Following [6, 2.01 we define for each y, w  E W a polynomial 
R,,, E Z[q] by the formula 
Till = q-‘(w’c (-l)/(W)-!(Y) R,,,T,. 
Y  
The following result connects SB,, to R,,,. 
THEOREM 11.6. Let A, B E X. Let v be a special point such that 
A, B c 59’; and A, B are sufJlciently farfrom the walls of %F’;. Let y, w f W 
be such that y(A:) = A, w(A:) = B. Then 
Proof. This follows in exactly the same way as the proof of the 
uniqueness statement 1 l.l(vi), provided we prove that the right-hand side of 
(11.6.1) has properties similar to 1 1.1(i)-(iv), by taking the additional 
precaution that v’ in that proof has to be selected in va. The analogue of 
property (i) is 
c R,,wb = 1 
beW,. 
and follows from the fact that R,,, = 1, R,,,, = 0 for w  $ w’. (We have 
w  > wb for all b E W,.) The analogue of property (ii) is 
c Ry.wb=O 
bs W,. 
unless w(A:) Q y(A:). But one checks that the last inequality is equivalent 
to y < w, and this is equivalent to the condition that y Q wb for some 
b E WV. The analogue of property (iii) follows from the identity (6, (2.0.b), 
(2.O.c) ]
R 
I 
R sy.swb, if sy > y, sw > w, 
y.wb = 
qR sy,swb + h- I)Rsy,wby if sy > y, sw < w. 
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The analogue of property (iv) is more subtle. It is the identity 
c (-q)““’ Ray&J = 
a,bs W,. I 
(-l)‘(W), if yE WL,w, 
o (11.6.2) 
, otherwise 
valid for any y, w  E W such that ~$4 ,‘) = A:, (u’ E g;), w(A:) 3 u” 
(u” E vL2, u” f g’;). It is easy to see that (11.6.2) is a consequence of the 
following result: 
LEMMA 11.7. Let v be a special point and let z E W be such that 
z(Ai) =A; (u E g’:). Let J= xweWI, (-q)‘(w’ T;‘, K= &,,w,. T,. Then 
. J(q”“T;-: - T,)K = 0. (11.7.1) 
ProoJ An element z E W such that ~(4:) = A; (for some u E SF’:) is 
said to be v-regular. It has minimal length in W,z W,. It is easy to see that, 
if z’ E W is such that the element of minimal length in Wuz’ W, is not u- 
regular, then J . T,, K = 0. We shall now consider the Z [q, q- *]-linear map 
y/: Z+ R (first defined by Iwahori) given by Y(T,) = (-q)“” T; ‘, 
w E W. It is an antiautomorphism of order 2 of Z: !P(hh’) = !P(h.‘) Y(h), for 
h, h’ E Z. Let w  + w* be the involution of the Coxeter system (W, S) whose 
restriction to W, is conjugation by the longest element of W,. The 7 [q, q- ‘I- 
linear map P: R + Z defined by p(T,,,) = Y(T,,,,) is again an 
antiautomorphism of order 2. It is clear that p(J) = K, p(K) = J. It is well 
known and easy to see that, if z is u-regular, we have z-l = z* and r(z) = v 
(mod 2), where v is the number of reflections in W,. Hence, for such z, we 
have 
~(JT,K) = Y(K)(--q)“z) T;,I Y(J) = J . (-q){(z) T;? . K 
= (-1)” J T, + c 
( 
(-l)““‘R,,,,T,, K 
Z’<Z ) 
= (- 1)” JT, K + (combination of elements JT,, K, 
where z’ is u-regular and l(z’) < I(z)). 
Thus the matrix of !? with respect to the basis elements JT,K (z: v-regular) 
is upper triangular with (-1)” on the diagonal. On the other hand, it must 
have order 2, hence is just (-1)” times the identity matrix. Thus, !?(JT,K) = 
(-1)” JT, K = J(-q)“” T;-i K = (-1)” J(q’C”T;m-i)K as required. This 
completes the proof of the lemma and hence that of Theorem 12.6. 
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1 I.& Let u be a special point and let gU = (w E W 1 w(Az ) c a, },. 
The polynomials P,,, of [6] satisfy the identity 
4 Iw-ltY)~ Y*W = c RyrPw (11.8.0) 
I 
If w  E SY”, we have P,,, = Pzb,w for all bE W, [6, (2.3.g)], hence 
4 
I(W) - /(Y’F 
Y-W = z;t (,g 
(Vy, w  E kb”). (11.8.1) 
” 
Rwb) Pm 
We now define for each y, w  E GZ, a polynomial Qy,, E E [q] by the identity 
c (-l)“+‘(y) P, ,Qz w  = 6, w’ . 9 
re’/, 
(11.8.2) 
Note that Py,, = 0 unless y < z and Pyay = 1 so that Qy,,, is we11 defined and 
satisfies again Q,,, = 0 unless y Q w  and Q,,, = 1. Moreover, since 
deg P,,, Q 4(1(z) - l(y) - 1) for y < z, (11.8.2) shows by induction on 
l(w) - l(z) that deg Qy,, < f(l(w) - Z(y) - 1) for y < w. 
From (11.8.1) and (11.8.2) it follows immediately that 
(11.8.3) 
for all y < w  in go. This is a finite sum: only the z E 9, such that y < z & w  
contribute. We can now state 
COROLLARY 11.9. Let A, C E X be such that A < C. Let v be a special 
point such that A, C c g’, and A, C are su@ient~ far from the wails of 
S;. Lety,wE Wbesuch thaty(A:)=C, w(A:)=A. Then 
Proof. This is clear when A = C. We assume now that A < C so that 
y < w. We may assume that all alcoves B (A <B & C) are in g’; and are far 
from the walls of Vsl; so that 11.6 applies to A, B and V. Moreover, we can 
assume that there is 1 - 1 correspondence between the alcoves B such that 
A<B<C and the elements zEaU such that y<z<w. (z++z(A:)=B). 
We can also assume that the identity QB,c = Q,,, holds for all E, C <B <A. 
We compare the identities (7.3.1) and (11.8.3). The induction hypothesis and 
(11.6) show that the terms in (7.3.1) corresponding to B, A < B Q C coincide 
with the respective terms in (11.8.3) corresponding to z, y < z < w. Thus, we 
have 
ey,w - &,., . q’(w’-‘(y’ = QA,c - ~.C4d’AvC’, 
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&w - Qa,c = (&,,, - Qa,c) d(w'-'(y) (11.9.1) 
The left-hand side is a polynomial in q of degree < f(l(w) - I(y) - l), while 
the right-hand side involves only powers of q with exponents > f(I(w) - 
1(y) + 1). It follows that both sides of (11.9.1) must be zero and the 
Corollary is proved. 
COROLLARY 11.10. Let B <A be two alcoves. Let v be a special point 
such that B, A c GFi and are far from the walls of SF:. Let y, w E W be 
such that y(A,) = B, w(A;) = A. Then 
e”*” = e,,, . 
Proof. By (11.9), we have 
Let v’ be the special point such that B c l7;. By definition (2.14.1), we have 
eSfA = QAw,.s,Bors- Hence it is enough to show that QAol,,Bwc = QAoL,,.Bwc,. 
Since o,o;,’ is a translation, this follows from the invariance of QA,= by 
translation (7.4). 
Remark 11.11. This corollary shows that the conjecture in the 
introduction is a special case of the conjecture [8, Problem IV]. 
COROLLARY 11.12. If A < B are two alcoves, then 9A,B = qdtAvB’ + lower 
powers of q. In particular 9A,B f 0. 
Proof. This follows from (11.6.1) and the fact that for y < w  in W, we 
have R,,, = q/c”‘-‘(J’) + lower powers of q, [6,2.0]. 
EXAMPLE 11.13. If dim E = 1, then SA,a = qdcATB’ - qd’A,B’-’ for any 
A<B. 
COROLLARY 11.14. The function (-l)d'B*C' Q,,,(O) (B < C) is the 
Miibius function of the partially ordered set (X, <). 
Proof. Comparing the coefficients of qd’AVC’ in the two sides of (7.3.1) 
and using 11.12, we get 
c (-l)d’B’C) Qu4-9 = 6A,, 
A<i<C 
for any A < C in X, hence the corollary. 
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PROPOSITION 11.15. Let v be a special point and let y, w  be two elements 
of W,,. We have 
%;.wA; = R,.wv (11.151) 
Qy*;,w.A, = p,,w* (11.l5.2) 
Proof. Equation (11.15.1) is obvious when y = w  = e. The general case 
follows by induction on the length of w, using 1 l.l(iii) and the analogous 
inductive formula for Ry,,,. Formula (11.15.2) is obvious when y = w. Using 
(11.15.1) we can rewrite (7.3.1), in our case, as follows: 
c (-l)‘“‘-“y’ Ry,L~~A;,WA~‘(W)-‘(z) = QyA.+; ” (y, w  E W,). L 
Y<Z<W (11.15.3) 
(It is easy to see that an alcove B satisfies yA; <B Q WA; if and only if it 
isoftheformB=zA;forsomezEW,,y<z<w.) 
On the other hand, we have 
c (-l)““-“y’ Ry,z~z,,,ql(w)-‘(z) = P,,, (y, w  E W,). (11.15.4) 
L 
Y<Z<W 
(This follows by applying bar to the identity (11.8.0) and using [6,2.1 (i)]: 
L = t-11 ‘(‘)-‘(‘) q’(y)-‘(r)Ry,z .) Now (11.5.2) follows by induction on 
l(w) - I( y) from (11.5.3) and (11.5.4) using the fact that both Qyd,,wa, and 
Py,w are polynomials in q of degree Q f@(w) - I(y) - I), for y ( w. 
12. TABLES FORD, 
We shall describe the elements D, for types A,, A,, B,, G, . In each case, 
D, is described by a pattern with centre at v in which the highest alcove C is 
singled out; in each alcove A, A < C, we enter the value of the polynomial 
Q “,c. The same patterns describe the elements DC (see 1.8). One simply has 
to turn the tables upside down and read q-’ instead of b. 
There is 1 pattern for A,, 2 patterns for A,, 4 patterns for B, , and 12 
patterns for G,. 
A,: 1 1 
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1 1 
1 
8,: 
1 
4i+ 
1 1 
1 1 
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G,: 
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